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Work Makes the Work is an exhibition of artworks for which the act of making – the labor, process, or enactment – is as
important, if not more, than the aesthetic object created. Instead of being completely dematerialized, however, the works
in this exhibition are conceptual constructs as well as more traditional “stand-alone” artworks.
The curatorial process and installation of this exhibition also represents a privileging of labor: some of the included artists
were found the traditional way (ie: by having seen their work in the past), but also through a daily practice of combing the
internet. This show also includes pieces re-created from historical instructions by Marcel Duchamp and Lawrence Weiner,
as well as an industrial product and a natural object.
Divided into sections, this essay is not meant as a definitive reading of these pieces but to provide conceptual frameworks
by which this process of “work” might be better classified. This essay is my work, about the work about work.

PRODUCTION AS A BY-PRODUCT OF A WRITTEN SYSTEM
The planning of this exhibition began with artworks that existed as instructions to be carried out by gallery staff, the viewer,
or in the mind. The lineage of this process could have several lines snaking back through art and cultural history, but the
clearest of these begins with Marcel Duchamp. Nearly single-handedly, Duchamp exploded the manner that art could be
produced and allowed for a process that was no longer tied to image. In his notes for the production of The Large Glass,
Duchamp writes possibly the first instructions for an artwork, a process to be fully embraced decades later by Conceptual
and Fluxus artists:
“Buy a dictionary and cross out the words to be crossed out. Sign: revised and corrected. Look through a
dictionary and scratch out all the ‘undesirable’ words. Perhaps add a few - Sometimes replace the scratched
out words with another. Use this dictionary for the written part of the glass.” 1
Whether Duchamp intended for this “piece” to actually be made isn’t clear. Similarly, a piece from Lawrence Weiner’s book
Statements instructs:
“A piece of masonite painted allowed
to dry
Sanded for a certain time elapsure w
ith a standard flat finishing sander
And secured to the wall or floor” 2
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The pieces by Weiner and Duchamp were created specifically for this exhibition, and are the by-product of a written
system: they exist primarily as text, only occasionally receiving a physical form.
This lineage extends to contemporary works included in this exhibition. Craig Olson’s wall painting Does Your House
Have Lions?/Je M’en Fiche exists on several textual levels. Written and drawn instructions were the primary means for
describing the realization of the work. The title alludes to two other textual lineages: the jazz musician Rahsaan Roland Kirk’s funk-infused, multi-instrumental compositions and the French phrase “I don’t give a damn”. Both suggest
the duality of the creative act: the intensity and flurry of inspiration and a cool or philosophical stance of observation.
The final layer of instruction comes verbally as gallery workers carry out the piece, negotiating the perceived artist’s
intent and their own interpretation.
Unlike Olson’s wall painting, Ed Reilly’s dyed-plaster work Untitled calls for a specific technical process. A set of instructions asks the installer to repeat a set of steps, though each incarnation of the piece is subject to differences in material
and execution. More than any other work in the exhibition, Reilly’s work is text at its most physical.
Ryan Watkins-Hughes’ photographic and text piece Memento Mori, while taking temporary form remains instructional
as well: a set of terms to be carried out upon the artists’ death are shown in the form of a contract and accompanying pictorial example. The legal document creates a work that is realized in the mind of the viewer (carried out in the
moment of reading, ie: imagined), but also exists as a binding legal document that is, in essence, “paid forward” on
signing, a promised act that will be carried out sometime in the future and not fully realized until that point.

CONCEPTUAL GYMNASTICS AND WORDPLAY
Written systems, especially in the hands of artists, often result in playful twisting. Loan Words – created by What We
Know So Far (Mike Rugnetta and Patrick Davison) – is part of an ongoing project of performance and video works. In
this video, Rugnetta and Davison outline a fictitious “calling in” of loaned words borrowed from other languages and
an even more fictitious program by the United States government to disseminate replacements. The result is completely believable terms like “motiglobaler”, “ameriquister”, and “autorepeteneser”.
With similar playfulness, Joshua Schwartz’s Microsoft Word Doesn’t Understand Duchamp is a screenshot of a Word
document where the single word “Duchamp” has the ubiquitous red underline indicating that a typed word has been
misspelled. While certainly connected to other readymade works that mine the technical presets and limitations of
current technology, Schwartz’s work suggest a more linguistic and philosophical connection: does understanding Duchamp mean knowing the word is valid? Does it mean having an art historical grasp on his oeuvre? Or does it mean
the software understands the reference to itself?

WORK IS A RESULT OF PROCESS
While many of the works in this exhibition are the balance of process and aesthetic decision-making, several of the pieces
tip that scale and allow the system of production to influence many or all of the aesthetic choices. Two “works” included
in this show are in fact not artworks: one is biological, the other a cultural/industrial product. The Conus textile shell, from
a venomous sea snail, is the result of a biological process. “Found in the waters of the Indo-Pacific, Australian, the Indian
Ocean from eastern Africa to Hawaii, and French Polynesia”3 the snail’s shell grows slowly and forms patterns likened to
Wolfram’s Rule 30 cellular automaton, a well-known mathematical model for complex, chaotic systems. 4
Gamblin Artist’s Oil Colors, a company that makes oil paints, uses a filtration system in their plant to remove pigment dust
from the air. Each year the filters in the factory are cleaned; rather than throw out the conglomeration of pigments, Gamblin mixes these into a special edition of paint called Torrit Grey, named for the filter manufacturer. This color is unique,
depending on which pigments are used that year. Torrit Grey embodies a conceptual object whose characteristics are
determined by an unflinching process of production.
While less rigidly defined, the Toaster Project by Thomas Thwaites also privileges the “manufacturing” of the object over a
carefully designed form. Thwaites built a toaster entirely from scratch using steel smelted in a modified microwave, mica
found on a remote peninsula in Scotland, recycled plastic, and other fastidiously gathered materials. The result is a blobby,
ugly, and entirely functional toaster, along with an amazing set of photographs, transcripts, and videos documenting the
process.
On the opposite side of the production spectrum, Lance Wakeling’s Untitled (Reference Library) uses an internet-based
trophy-making service to create trophies, one for each book the artist had recently read. The height and complexity of the
trophy was based on the difficulty and length of each book with the result displayed on a long shelf. Rather than celebrate
karate tournaments or bowling league victories, Wakeling’s trophies merge author and producer. They commemorate not
the production of the books read, or the act of creating the trophies, but access a 21st-century mode of production that is
virtual, information-based, and infinite.

REMIX IS PROCESS-DRIVEN PRODUCTION
Like internet-based manufacturing, the practice of remixing is a uniquely postmodern labor. Rather than housed in the
creation of original material, the substance of a remix is gathered though divination, excavation, and especially in the
Google-age, found through tedious search processes.
Guthrie Lonergan’s Getty Images of Artists Looking at the Camera is made from the Getty company’s stock video library us7

ing clips of, as the title suggests, artists looking at the camera. Funny and awkward to watch, the three-minute piece
builds on both a DIY aesthetic and democratized artmaking – we all have access to these same video clips and could
re-build the piece ourselves. The work also repurposes a catalog originally intended for use in commercials selling
things like prescription drugs or pet food, a similarly democratic act. Lonergan’s Ramones with Lead Guitar borrows
from one of punk rock’s seminal recordings, but overlays a mediocre, DIY guitar solo – the antithesis of punk but very
much what every 14 year-old with a guitar does while listening to records.
Aleksandra Domanovic’s epic Anhedonia mines similar visual sources, but instead to merge the sound (and therefore
narrative trajectory) from Woody Allen’s Annie Hall with stock video footage that “illustrates” what is being said at that
moment onscreen, often associatively or as deadpan. The labor here is evident in the process of narrative association
within the original film, then searching and mining metadata for clips to use. Like Lonergan, Domanovic uses the builtin structure of Getty’s collection because “their clips carry reduced and concentrated meanings, are easy to find but
also reflect the absurdity of today’s template-driven image economy”. 5

MEANING IN TECHNICAL PROCESS
Technical process can also be thought of as a kind of work, especially when the piece is not just made from but is
also about a technical process: the act of making (working) becomes central. Kyle McDonald’s Only Everything Lasts
Forever uses the MP3 codec (likely the most ubiquitous file format ever created) as both source and content. Using
custom software, the piece plays every sound that the MP3 codec is capable of creating. The “work” is done by the
software, enumerating every possible sound – a process that would take approximately 10450 years to complete. 6
While technologically much simpler, Eadweard Muybridge’s photographs of animal and human locomotion are the
result of technical innovation and the limits of his equipment. The work of the camera, much quicker and keener than
human vision, allowed for the first time a glimpse at the underlying mechanics of real things moving in real space.

INTERACTION WITH MATERIAL WORLD
Ana Mendieta’s practice, embodied in this exhibition by her photograph Silueta Series – Tumba #2, was rooted in an
exploration of the corporeal world, searching for poetic connections. The camera here is a device of labor, much like
for Muybridge. It records an act carried out in a real space. The photograph also represents a second layer of work:
that of collaboration between the artist and the photographer documenting her performance, in this case her sister. 7
Wyatt Nash’s End of Sculpture, while very different in tone, similarly investigates the relationship of the maker to the
made through a physical interaction. Unlike the mud and sticks of Mendieta’s Silueta series, Nash’s videos show the

often inevitable destruction of a work, whether it be from mistake, change of mind, or the sculptor’s plight of running out
of storage space.
Jeff Scmuki’s work takes on a different tactic, one that straddles the physical removal reminiscent of the instruction-based
works mentioned earlier with the physical assertion of basic materials. After creating thick pads of earth laced with wheat
seeds, heavy boxes are shipped to the gallery for germination. Portable Wheat Field - after enough water, sun, and time sprout on the hard gallery floor and quickly become living fields of grass. After the exhibition, the gallery is instructed for
the work to be composted.

POETICS OF PROCESS
In the two final works of the exhibition, the act of work is filled with a poetic meaning; the result of the labor is more than
the sum of its parts. Trevor Reese’s Wake Without Worry is a simple performative act set in motion. The physical work exists as a small houseplant on a very high shelf. Gallery attendants are asked daily to bring out a ladder, water the plant, and
put the ladder away. What is seemingly a simple gesture – moving a plant to a very high shelf – opens to suggest a tender
and caring relationship, like a phone call to a loved one who lives far away.
Rooted in its material source, Christoph Korn’s web-based work Waldstueck (translated as “section of a forest”) uses a 24hour field recording made in a forest near the Dachau concentration camp as its source. The approach is clearly poetic: beginning on February 5, 2008 a section of the recording is “successively deleted, randomly and automatically, over a period
of three years (on average, and subdivided into small and smallest units, approx. 78 seconds per day). After three years,
nothing more will be able to be heard.” 8 This exhibition coincides with the complete silencing of the piece.
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What We Know So Far
(Patrick Davison & Mike Rugnetta)
Loan Words
2009
Video

11

Aleksandra Domanovic
Anhedonia
2009
Video

13

Christoph Korn
Waldstueck
2008
Website
Produced by German Radio Hessischer Rundfunk/Frankfurt and
Deutschlandfunk/Cologne with funding by Stiftung Kunstfonds/
Bonn and in cooperation with wemove digital solutions/Berlin
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Guthrie Lonergan
Artist Looking at the Camera
2006
Video
(not shown)
Ramones With Lead Guitar
2008
Audio
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Kyle McDonald
Only Everything Lasts Forever
2010
ISO/IEC 11172-3 Specification
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Ana Mendieta
Silueta Series: Tumba #2
1977
Color photograph
Collection of the Sheldon Museum of Art, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
UNL-Robert E. Schweser and Fern Beardsley Schweser Aquisition Fund,
through the University of Nebraska Foundation
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Eadweard Muybridge
Elephant Walking
1887
Collotype
Collection of the Sheldon Museum of Art, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln; UNL-F.M. Hall Collection
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Craig Olson
Does Your House Have Lions? / Je M’en Fiche
2010-11
Wall painting
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Trevor Reese
Wake Without Worry
2009
House-plant, wood and metal shelf, ongoing
performance with gallery attendant
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Ed Reilly
Untitled
2011
Site-specific sculpture; dyed plaster, plastic
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Jeff Schmuki
Portable Wheat Field
2011
Red winter wheat, growing medium, burlap
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Joshua Schwartz
Microsoft Word Doesn’t Understand Duchamp
2004
Inkjet print on paper
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Thomas Thwaites
The Toaster Project
2009
Book
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Lance Wakeling
Untitled (Reference Library)
2011
Mixed media
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Ryan Watkins-Hughes
Memento Mori
2009
Inkjet print on paper
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Torrit Grey
Oil paint made by Gamblin Artist Colors
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Conus textile
Shell from a venemous snail, found on
a reef off Nungwi, Zanzibar, Tanzania
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What We Know So Far

www.whatweknowsofar.com

Aleksandra Domanovic

www.domanovic.com

Christoph Korn

www.christophkorn.de

Guthrie Lonergan

www.theageofmammals.com

Kyle McDonald

www.kylemcdonald.net

Wyatt Nash

www.wyattnash.com

Craig Olson

n/a

Trevor Reese

www.trevor-reese.com

Ed Reilly

n/a

Jeff Schmuki

www.jeffschmuki.com

Joshua Schwartz

www.joshuaschwartz.net

Thomas Thwaites

www.thomasthwaites.com

Lance Wakeling

www.lancewakeling.com

Ryan Watkins-Hughes

www.watkinshughes.com
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Special thanks to Byron Anway, Sam Berner, Scott Cook, Victoria Hoyt, and Jesse Kudron
for their assistance realizing Craig Olson’s wall painting.
Thanks to Stacey Walsh at the Sheldon Museum of Art.
All works copyright the artists.

